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Recently Expert Systems have been applied to many
commercial areas such as Integration of Expert System with
Accounting Information System, Intelligent Database
System, Portfolio Analysis System, and so on. The central
characteristic that makes Expert System valuable- is its
ability to conduct reasoning mechanism. Similar to the
human decision-making process, Expert System has a
reasoning mechanism which can give consultation like an
expert in a particular area.
In this project an Expert System is built to
perform consultation of consumer loans. A program called
Loan-Expert System is designed and implemented in this
project. The system, developed by the M1 Expert System
Development Shell, will be an invaluable tool to credit
analysts. It is specially developed to help credit
officers to overcome the problems of inconsistency and
inflexibility when considering cases of consumer loans.
Although this project is conducted in an
hypothetical manner, the practicality is enhanced by
implementing the viewpoints of credit officers during the
design and formulation stages. In addition, the design.
criteria of the system are mostly based on the guidelines
published by a few large financial institutions in Hong
3
Kong which include Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation. The selection of input information is based
mostly on application forms of consumer loans issued by
the major banks.
One of the feature of this system is its easy
modification. Although the Loan-Expert System is not
designed for any particular organization, it can be
modified with minimum effort to fit the needs of different
financial institutions. All the programs, with clear
documentation, are listed in Appendix 3 to 5. A user or a
knowledge engineer will find it very convenient to make
alterations to the criteria.
Currently there are similar Expert Systems developed
by both academy and commercial organizations. Their
approaches, however, are quite different from the one used
in this project. The comparisions between these approaches
is discussed in the section 'Comparision Of
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Credit analysis refers to the procedure of
determining whether a loan should be made to an applicant
by a financial institution, and consumer lending is a
branch of credit analysis which refers to the loan
decisions made to individual consumers. Since Hong Kong,
being one of the four Asian dragons and the third
financial center in the world, has residents living in it
with very strong consuming power, it is not surprising why
consumer lending is a popular and important service
provided by most of the banks and financial institutions.
Traditionally, decisions of consumer loans are made
by loan or credit officers. Outcome of the decisions
depend on three factors : (1) The guidelines set by the
financial institutions - These guidelines will list out
all the criteria which the credit officers can base on in
considering loan applciations. (2) The experience of the
credit officers - Since those guidelines only provide
general directions, specific decision for each loan
depends very much on the experience of the credit officer.
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(3) The judgement of the credit officers - Since the
amount of loan made to each applicant is determined by the
credit officer, his/her personal judgement plays an
important role in' the loan procedure. Computer hardware,
such as personal computers, and software, such as dBASE
III PLUS and LOTUS 123, are employed to generate
supportive data and perform calculations. In the decision
making level, however, they are not playing important
roles.
However, the traditional method displays the
following drawbacks: (1) Inconsistency - Since this
method, although systematic, depends very much on the
person who performs the case screening, analysis, and
decision-making, human errors such as subjectivity, close
relationship with the loan applicant, or even moodiness
will bias the judgement of the credit officer. And this
is the reason why different loan officers handling the
same case will make different decisions. (2) Inflexibility
- Under the present system, each credit officer requires a
lengthy learning time before he/she can perform. consumer
lending analysis. One of the major factors which
determines whether a credit officer performs well or not
is his/her ability to cater for environmental changes when
he/she is considering the case. For instance, if the
consuming habit or population of a certain age group has
changed gradually, the credit officer must be able to
capture these factors into consideration. Therefore, one
3of the major improvements to the present method of
consumer lending is to include a systematic and fast way
of reacting to these changes.
In this research project an Expert System (ES) will
be designed and built to overcome the above mentioned
problems. An Expert System is a custom made program which
is designed to solve a particular problem. Parallel to the
idea that an expert can give advise to his/her field of
expertise from his/her experience and judgements, an
Expert System will use deductive reasoning to deduce a
conclusion using its pre-set rules. This unique feature
makes it a very useful tool in decision making, especially
when accuracy and objectivity are main elements of
consideration. This report outlines the research
methodolgies, presents the research findings, and
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of implementing
such a system.
Concepts of Expert Systems
Expert Systems are specially designed computer
programs that capture the expertise of human experts who
are knowledgeable in a particular application area.*l
An Expert System usually consists of three
components, namely the knowledge base, the inference








Fig.1 Componenets of Expert Systems
(Source: H.C. Mishkoff, 'Understanding Artificial
Intelligence', H.W. Sams Co. Inc., 1986 Fig. 3-2)
(A Knowledge Base
This is the center which contains the knowledge of
the system. There are usually two kinds of knowledge in
the knowledge base. They are the declarative knowledge,
such as facts about objects and situations, and procedural
knowledge, which are the information about courses of
action. The knowledge base is so essential to the system
that Expert Systems are commonly called Knowledge Based
Systems.*2
(B) Inference-Engine
Also known as the Control Structure or the Rule
Interpreter, the Inference Engine determines the way the
searching process should be performed. It decides which




Like any other computer programs, an Expert System
needs a user interface to accept users' input and to
display the output generated by the system. Thus it serves
as a bridge of communication between the system and
users.*4
Research Objective
The problem statement of the research is therefore
To design and build an Expert System which will best suit
the needs of analysing consumer loans in Hong Kong.
The research objectives are: (1) To evaluate and
choose a particular type of Expert System for the
application in this project. (2) To design and build the
Expert System which will assist credit officers in making
more consistent and flexible decisions in consumer loans.
Research Methodology
In this-section the research strategy and methods
are outlined.
1. Interviews With Experienced Credit Officer
In the early stage, the research is planned to be
conducted with the collaboration of Citibank (Hong Kong
Headquarters). However, after an interview with the Senior
Vice President of the Technology and Automation
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Department, it appeared that the objectives as well as the
interests between the researchers and Citibank did not
match very well. Therefore the research will be conducted
in a hypothetical way. In this way the research can be
conducted in a more flexible way, without the expense of
losing its applicability, as the system can be adopted to
most financial institutions with slight modifications.
An interview with a former Senior Manager of the
Credit Department of Overseas Trust Bank, whose name was
requested to be hiddened, formed the major primary source
of data for the research. With his assistance the
researchers can set up the criteria of designing the
system from the viewpoint of a practitioning credit
officer. Although the specific data for different stages
of consideration are different, the logic flow is more or
less the same for different financial institutions.
2. Review Of Documentation And Criteria On Loan Cases
Besides interviews, a GuideLine for Credit Loan was
also borrowed from another former credit officer who
worked for Canton Bank. Again this documentation is also
the major secondary data for the research.
3. To Identify The Type Of Expert Systems Which Will Suit
The Purpose Of The Protect
Currently there are lots of similar research being
conducted in academic and commercial sectors in the
Western world. Therefore a literature survey is conducted
7to ensure that the approach and methodology used in this
research will not be redundent to similar systems. From
the survey it is known that a credit card application
using an approach called 'Machine Learning' has been
investigated by two postgraduate students in University of
Sydney. This 'Machine Learning' approach will be examined
and contrasted with that in this research in more detail
in the section 'Comparision of Computerization Approaches
To Credit Analysis' in Chapter IV.
As the choice of a suitable expert system
development tool is of crucial importance to the design of
the system, many major software vendors in. Hong Kong have
been contacted. Although ESDT are very popular and
advanced in North America, United Kingdom and Canada, few,
if not no, system developers use ESDT to design custom-
made system applications in Hong Kong. Therefore no
vendors that have been approached could provide clear
information on the ESDT that is needed in the research.
However, a few of them do suggest the researchers to
employ less powerful tool such as MicroExpert or simply
use Artificial Intelligence Programming Language (AIPL)
such as Prolog (Programming Logic) or LISP (List
Processing) to develop the planned system.
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4. 'Hands-On' Experience Of Using
Available ESDT And AIPL
There are three tools that are examined in depth
before picking the most suitable one for this project.
They are Prolog, MicroExpert, and M1.
Prolog can fulfill the objective of the system.
However, a system developed using Prolog will be
deterministic in nature. That is, each fact traced from
one or several rules will have a definite outcome which
is inadequate for the stage of Qualitative Analysis, as
several factors will have a combinatorial effect on the
outcome.
MicroExpert is not suitable in this case because it
is a relatively less powerful development tool. It
basically is a software package which is used to introduce
to the users the concept of expert systems, and is usually
employed to design some small-scale training systems.
Whereas Ml, produced by Teknowledge Inc., is chosen
as the development shell of the project due to the
following reasons:
i. Mi is easy to use. M1 is implemented in C
programming language, which is easier, especially for non-
specialists, to develop expert system applications.
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ii. M1 can be easily integrated with conventional
software such as LOTUS 123, dBASEIII PLUS. This provides a
distinctive advantage that calculations can be performed
by these packages and the results be transferred to Mi for
further processing.
iii. M1 has the capability to handle uncertain
knowledge. This is one of the major reasons that M1 is
chosen as the development shell. As many factors, or
input, in a loan case may not be definite, the abilitiy to
incorporate probabilitic feature will enhance the
practicality of the system.
iv. M1 has a comparatively large knowledge base.
Compared to similar ESDT such as MicroExpert, M1 has a
knowledge base which can incorporate more than 1000 rules,
which are sufficient to develop a moderate system such as
the one in this project.
5. To Identify Feasible Areas Of Consumer Lending
Which Can Be Analysed By The Expert System
In fact, consumer lending does have many different
types. For instance, an applicant who wants to borrow
money to buy a car or to start a clinic have different
criteria. Subdividing each type. of consumer lending not
only complicate the design and implementaion of the
system, but also exceeds the constraints of time and
labour resourse of the researchers. Therefore types of
consumer lending will not be categorized in this research,
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instead, the nature of the consumer loan considered in
this project will be identified by the following factors:
i. Amount of the loan
ii. Degree of security (that is, whether the
applicant has any kind of mortgage and/or guarantor)
iii. Income(s) of the applicant (and that of his/her
spouse, if available)
iv. General background of the applicant (educational,
residential, occupational and so on)
Although the system does not cater for every type of
consumer loan, the underlying rationale for the design and
implementation of the system for each and all types should
be the same. Therefore an expansion of this system can be
performed to enlarge the ability of the system and cater
for- the types of loans which are important to the
potential user.
6. Determine The Hardware And Software Configuration
As mentioned above, Teknowledge's M1 Expert System
Development Shell will be the software tool used. The
system will run on IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT or other
compatible microcomputers. The minimum memory capacity is
512 Kbyte.
7. Design The System Framework
The framework of the expert system is shown in Fig.
2. As can be seen from the diagram, a batch file contains
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the three major triggering commands which activate
















Fig. 2: Framework Of The Loan-Expert System
First of all a Data Base Management Program(DBMP)
will be activated to prompt for user's input. After
gathering the input, the DBMP will perform some
calculations to find out the Net Disposable Income (NDI),
which reflects the ability to repay of the applicant.
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Secondly, the information which are necessary for
processing in Mi, such as NDI, educational experience and
so on, are input to a BASIC program which transforms the
output of the DBMP to input which are recognizable by M1.
In other words, this BASIC program serves as a linkage
program.
After all information are input to M1, it will ask
additional questions which are to determine the following
states:
i. The repay ability of the applicant with
respect to the amount of loan requested.
ii. Whether the loan should be granted to the
applicant or not.
iii. If yes, whether the loan should be granted in
full amount or in portion.
iv. The payback period of the loan.
v. The interest associated with the loan.
8. To Transform The Credit Policy(ies) Into
The Knowledge Rules Of The System
After choosing some important credit policies, they
are to be transformed to criteria processable by the
system. For instance, a certainty factor of 50% is
associated with an applicant with university level
education, which indicates that this experience has a
positive influence on his ability to repay the loan. The
transformation of a certain event, or condition to a
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quantity factor, a probabilty, or any rule that can be
handled by the system is mandatory as the system does not
recognize certain qualitative condition. The
transformation is'particularly important to the subprogram
which performs the Quality Analysis.
9. Implementation of The System
After the system framework is determined, the logic
flows of each of the subprogram of the system is
developed. The logic flows of each subprogram are shown in
Fig. 3 through Fig. 4.
Then is stage of the actual coding for each program.
Again, the programs listings are displayed in Appendix 3
to 5.
10. Testing, Debugging, and Modification Of The System
During the coding stage, each subprogram is written
piece by piece. This modular approach will allow maximum
flexibility in design and minimum correction for any
faulty actions performed.
After each subprogram is finished, it can be tested
independently. Debugging may be necessary in this stage.
In fact, much of the time is used in the debugging stage.
After the subprograms work individually, they need to be
combined and be controlled by a main, or calling program.
In fact, there are several calling programs, each calls a
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few subprograms in a lower level of the system.
When all pieces of the system work, they need to be
integrated and constucted in a user-friendly manner, in a
way that users can operate the system after just a few
trial runs.
Research Limitation
Although tremendous effort have been placed in
making the study practical and meaningful, there are
several limitations on the study due to the difficulties
in obtaining confidential information. Therefore, we
would like to remind the reader the following limitations
in reading our report:
1. The criteria are not for a specific bank
We have interviewed several banking officers to
obtain the criteria and got credit procedures manual from
one of those banks. However, as most banks treated those
information as highly confidential, they either not gave
us the details or requested us not to specify exact
figures, such as how much disposable income required for a
particular loan amount, in our study. Moreover, different
banks have different criteria although their approaches to
credit analysis are the same. Therefore, we tried to
combine their criteria and formulated a general set of
criteria. As a result, the criteria and the parameters
used in our expert system implementation is not specific
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to any bank. On the other hand, it is easy to adapt our
system to suit applications for any bank by modifying
parameters used in our expert system knowledge base.
2. Only one of the applications in credit analysis
As mentioned before, there are many application
areas in credit analysis such as corporate lending and
personal lending. In personal lending, there are also
many types. For example, lending for special purpose such
as loan for tax. Therefore, our implementation is not
exhaustive. However, the general approaches in other
application areas of credit analysis are similar. As we
have successfully implemented an expert system in one of
the areas, there should not have much difficulty in using
expert system in other credit analysis area.
3. Lack of actual data for testing
As most banks treated loan applicantion records as
highly confidential, they could not release those
information to us. Therefore, we cannot compare the
performance of the traditional system with that of the new
one using statistical analysis as we have no actual loan
record to fit' in the two systems. We can only use





Indentification of Feasible Areas of Applications
In the credit analysis area, there can be many
different types of application. They may be credit
managment of a department store or credit control for
accounts of a company. They may also be the credit
analysis applications in the banking industry. Two major
areas in banking application are personal lending analysis
and corporate lending. The two applications have similar
analysis approaches such as considerations in mortgage,
loan amount and interest rate. However, corporate lending
will involve analysis of financial capability of a company
while personal lending involve analysis of financial
capability of a person. Determination of financial
capability of a company needs company analysis such as
financial ratio while that of a person needs personal
leverage analysis such as estimation of disposable income.
Indeed, all of the captioned applications can be
simulated by an expert system. However, banking
applications will be more generally useful while credit
management and control for a particular company may be too
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specific. On the other hand, it is simpler to analyse
personal lending than to analyse corporate lending as
corporate lending involves industry analysis and many
complex factors.' Therefore, as a first step, we select
personal lending as the application for detailed
investigation.
Assumptions of Designing The system
In practice, credit analysis of loan applications
are done by credit officer or credit manager. Apart from
analysing the applications, credit officers and managers
have many other duties in administrating loan
applications. As our expert system is mainly focus on the
component of analysis, we have to make the following
assumptions in designing our system:
(1) The information entered into our system have
been verified by the credit officers. This step is very
important as the information supplied by the applicant may
not be valid.. The credit officers or managers have
checklist to check the validity of each item.
(2) If the applicant has a guarantor, the credit
officers or managers have found out and verified relevant
information about the guarantor.
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(3) If the applicant has a mortgage, the valuation
of the mortgage is support by valuation report and
necessary document given by authorized bodies.
To successfully design an expert system for personal
lending analysis, a structural and stepwise approach is
used:
(1) Gather the criteria in personal lending through
literature research and interview.
(2) Flow charts are designed to represent the main
flows involved in analysing personal lending. All
necessary output that should be generated from personal
lending analysis are determined.
(3) A decision tree is drawn to represent all major
criteria involved in determining the loan, interest rate,
etc. This is a very important step as it gives pictorial
representation of all personal lending criteria.
Moreover, it is through the decision tree that each
criterion can be traced from root to leaves.
(4) Each criterion is written primarily based on the
decision tree. The main criteria are organized and
categoried. These main categories include criteria for
classify types of loan, criteria for unsecured loan,
criteria for valuation of mortgage, criteria for interest
rate calcuation, and criteria on loan amount. These
criteria are listed in the section 'Formulation Of
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Consumer Loan Criteria' of Chapter III.
(5) Tables for different types of loan and interest
rate can be produced. The tables summarize different
outcomes under different cases and are very useful for
cross checking the criteria.
(6) Rules conform to Mi format can then be written
based on the criteria devised in step (4).
Summary of Loan Application Procedures
The goal of the design is to build an expert system
which will best suit the purpose of analysing cases of
personal lending in Hong Kong. The expert system should
be user friendly and gives all necessary consultations to
users concerning personal lending.
Before beginning the analysis of the system design,
we would like to summarize the loan application screening
procedure so that we know what and where are the focus of
our analysis.
(1) Receive enquiry through the personal banking
division or phone call through the hot-line from the
applicant.
(2) Complete the Application Form from the
information furnished by the applicant.
(3) Advise the applicant that he will be informed of
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the result by phone withing the next business day.
(4)-Prepare a Scoring sheet as usual. If a marginal
score is obtained, perform information/credit checking and
made appropriate remark of the checking on the Scoring
Sheet and put initial on it. After reviewed by a checker,
pass the Application form and the Scoring sheet to an
officer with appropriate authority for approval.
(5) If the application is not approved, inform the
applicant accordingly. File the application Form in the
Rejected File as usual.
(6) For tentatively approved application, advise the
applicant to come to the Bank to present the documentary
proofs (e.g. Tax Demand Note, Salary Advice, etc.),
execute the necessry loan documents and receive the loan
proceeds. In the meantime, prepare the necessary loan
documents for the applicant's signatures.
The approved Application Forms are to be filed in an
'Approved File' by dates of approval and periodically
reviewed by an officer. If the applicant does not come
to execute the loan dolcuments within a specied days'
time, follow-up with applicant by. phone.
(7) When the applicant comes, verify his
documentary proofs against relevant information on the
Application Form. Make appropriate remark of
verification followed by the verifier's initial on the
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Application Form.
(8) Make photocopies of all necessary documentary
proofs if they are found to be in order and ask the
borrower to execute the loan documents. Afterwards,
prepare the cashier's order.
(9) After review, analysis and authentication by an
officer with appropriate credit authority, make copies of
the Application Form. Necessary documents are forwarded
to the Loans Processing Section.
(10) Arrange to open a Current or Saving Account for
the borrower and obtain from him a signed letter of
Authorisation.
(11) Upon receipt of the cashier's order from Loan
Processing Sectiobn, forward it to the borrower against
his acknowledgement.
(12) Forward copies of Application Form and Scoring
Sheet to Credit Service Section for setting up credit line
and checking- of proper credit approval and file the
Application Form.
From the above descriptions of the procedure in
application screening, we can see that a credit analysis
expert system will be useful in step 4 and step 9 where
traditional system access the applicant's ability through
scoring sheet and then reviewed and further analysed by
the credit officer(step 9).
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CHAPTER III
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND ANALYSIS
Configuration of The Loan-Expert System
There are bacially three components in the Loan
Expert System. In the section 'Research Methodology' of
Chapter I, the framework of the whole system is shown in
Figure 2. In this section the architecture of each
component, input to and logic flow of each component will
be discussed.
Database Management Program (DBMP)
1. Input Information
When a user activates the Loan Expert System, this
DBMP will first be triggered. It basically is a 3-page on-
line format which prompts the user to enter necessary
information. The following table is a list of the




Rii) HK Identity Card No.
R,D,Qiii) Marital Status
R, D, Qiv) Number of dependent parents
v) Number of dependent children R, D, Q
Rvi) Date of birth
vii) Residential status (i.e. to own or




x) Years at present address Q
xi) If less than one year,
Rstate previous address
xii) Years at previous address Q
Rxiii) Home telephone number
xiv) Education level RI Q
Rxv) Employer's name
Rxvi) Employer's address
Rxvii) Employer's telephone number
Rxviii) Present position in the workplace
Rxix) Basic monthly salary
Dxx) Counted number of months
xxi) Other income(conimission,bonus etc.) RID
xxii) Years with present employer RI Q
RIDxxiii) Any mortgage and/or loan
RI Qxxiv) Any guarantor
Rxxv) Spouse's name
RIDxxvi) Spouse's monthly income
xxvii) Counted number of months
R,Dfor spouse's income
Table 1: Input Information of The Database
Management Program
Note: R, D, and Q are abbreviations for three different
funtions.
(i) R means the item of information is used for
record or reporting only.
(ii) D means the item of information is used for
calculating the Net Disposable Income only.
(iii) Q means the item of information is used in.
the Quality Analysis, which is an analysis
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which aims to reflect the repay ability of
the applicant besides looking at his/her NDI
only.
2. Logic Flow Of The DBMP
The Database Management Program (DBMP) is designed
to calculate the Net Disposable Income (NDI). The flow
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 3. To understand
the program fully one must trace the program listing.
However each corresponding step of the program is
discussed in detail in the following paragraph in terms of
non-technical language to give readers a clearer
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Fig. 3: Logic Flow Of The Database Management Program
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Step 1: The user is prompted to enter all basic
information such as name, address, marital status,
number of dependent parents, number of children,
his/her monthly salary and other income and that
of his/her spouse.
If the total monthly income is less than HK$3,000
the program will stop and indicate that the repay
ability of the applicant is below the minimum
threshold.
Step 2: The program will then calculate the income tax
chargeable to the applicant according to the above
input information. The net taxable income (annual)
is calculated from the following formula:




Then the tax is calculated using the Progressive
Tax Rate System. For the formulas for different
allowances and the rates for different class of
taxable incomes please refer to Appendix 7.
After income tax is calculated, it is subtracted
from total annual income to reach total annual
income after tax.
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Step 3: The program will deduct any outstanding mortgage
and/or loan from total income after tax.
Step 4: At this stage the program will ask the user the
residential status of the applicant. The
residential status of an applicant can be divided
into five categories:
i) The applicant own the house-
Under this category the rent is assumed to
be 0 dollar.
ii) The applicant pays the full rent a private
house- The rent is calculated using this
formula:
Rent= $1,500+ (Total income after tax-
$3,000)*0.3
iii) The applicant rent a public (or government-
owned) house, and he/she pays the full rent
Rent= $500+ (Total income after tax
$3, 000) *0. 1
or Rent= $1,500
whichever is less.
iv) The applicant pays .the partial rent of a
private house-
This corresponds to the case where the single
or married live with his/her original family
members.
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Rent= $1,000+ (Total Income After Tax-
$3,000)*0.15
v) The applicant pays the partially rent of a
public house-




Step 5: Again, the program will calculate the necessary
expense that the applicant needs according to one
of the following two formulas:
i) Expense (Single)_ $1,000+(Own Monthly Income-
Monthly Income Tax- Monthly
Rent- Loan Per Month-
$1,000)*0.75
ii) Expense (Married)= $1,000+(Both Monthly Income
- Monthly Income Tax-
Monthly Rent- Loan Per
Month- $1,000)*0.75
Step 6: Finally the program will calculate and display the
Net Disposable Income (NDI) by the formula:
NDI= Total Income- Income Tax- Outstanding
Loan- Rent- Dairy Expense
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The NDI, along with other items which are designated
'Q' in the above table, are input into the Converter
Program which transform them into input recognizable by
the Expert Analysis Program.
The Converter Program
The Converter Program, which is written in BASIC,
converts data output from the DBMP into an acceptable
input format for the last component of the system, namely
the Expert Analysis Program.
This conversion is necessary as the data format of
output from the DBMP is different from the input format of
the Expert Analysis Program written in Ni.
Expert Analysis Program
This is the brain, or the central part of the whole
system. Consultation will be done by the program using the
data fed from the Converter Program. The Expert Analysis
Program is an interactive program, that is, the user can
ask the program questions instead of just inputing
information which are prompted by the program.
1. Logic Flow Of The Expert Analysis Program






















Fig. 4: Logic Flow Of The Expert Analysis Program
The next section will discuss the logic flow of the
program step by step.
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Step 1. The Expert Analysis Program will first accept the
requested loan amount, NDI and other revelant
information from the Converter Program which has
already transformed those input into the form
readable by the Expert Analysis Program.
The program will then check whether it is wise to
grant the requested loan amount according to i)
the mortgage of the applicant and/or the mortgage
of the guarantor, ii) the applicant's ability to
repay the loan, and iii) the guarantor's ability
to repay the loan.
If the answer is negative, the program will adjust
the loan amount according to i) the valuation of
mortgage and ii) the actual repay ability of the
applicant.
Step 2. After the recommended loan amount is obtained, the
program will check whether the loan amount falls
in the range between the minimum and maximum
limits. They are arbitrarily set at HK$5,000 and
HK$1,000,000.
If the adjusted amount falls outside the limits,
it will either be adjusted to the minimum/maximum,
or grant-no-loan is recommended.
Step 3. After the loan amount is determined, the interest
rate is decided according to the loan amount,
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prime rate, kinds of facilitites requested and the
valuation of mortgage.
Step 4. Finally the repayment period and the repayment
amount associated with each period will be
calculated according to a specific formula.
The above steps are just brief descriptions of how
the program works. Section F. of this chapter contains
detail discussions on the determinations of loan amount,
interest rates and repayment periods.
2. Configuration Parameters for the Expert System
Some parameters are specific to a bank such as the
minimum and maximum loan amount allowed. They needed to
be configured before the Expert System can be used for
analysis of loan application for the bank. These
parameters are now set to default values and have been
entered in the knowledge base. They may need to be
modified before the Expert System can well suit the
criteria of a specific bank. These parameters are:
i) Discount factor for flat mortgage
ii) Discount factor for fixed deposit mortgage
iii) Discount factor for security mortgage
iv) Discount factor for gold coin, mortgage
v) Discount factor for jewellery mortgage
vi) Discount factor for gold mortgage




ix) Interest rate over prime for fully secured loan
x) Interest rate over prime for partially secured loan,
both applicant and guarantor have ability to repay
xi) Interest rate'over prime for partially secured loan,
no guarantor but the applicant has ability to repay
xii) Interest rate over prime for partially secured loan,
applicant has marginal ability while guarantor has
full ability to repay
xiii) Interest rate over prime for no mortgage loan,
applicant and guarantor have ability to repay
xiv) Interest rate over prime for no morgage loan,
applicant has marginal ability while guarantor
has ability to repay
xv) Interest rate over prime for unsecure loan, but
applicant has ability to repay
xvi) Interest rate over prime for unsecure loan, and
applicant can repay the loan based on his future
earning potential
xvii) Interest rate over prime for unsecure loan, and
applicant doesn't have repay ability but have
property in hand
xviii) Minimum and maximum loan amount allowed
xviv) Premium for overdraft facility
Apart from the standardized loan application data,
the Expert System may need to know some other information.
These will appear in the form of questions and-answers.
The user need to enter those information during the
consultation session. These questions may include:
1. 'What is the interval (in months) of each payment
period?'
2. 'Will the loan be offered as an overdraft
account?'
3. 'Does the guarantor has mortgage?'
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4. 'Does the applicant has property?'
5. 'What is the market value of the property?'
and so on.
3. Formulation of Consumer Lending Criteria
Our consultation will recommend loan amount,
interest rate and repayment amount. In recommending the
loan amount, several criteria are used for classifying the
loan and determine the amount. Based on the types of loan
and its amount, the interest rate will be calculated
according to another set of criteria. In this section,
the main criteria used in the consultation will be
discussed. A type number will be written after a
criterion showing which types of loan the criteria
classify. The meaning of the type number will be
discussed in Section D ('Criteria Of Interest Rate
Determination') and Section E ('Criteria Of Loan Amount')
of this chapter.
(A) Criteria for classifying the loan
There are two main categories of loan. Secured loan
and Unsecured loan. If the loan is a secured one, then
either there are properties for mortgage or the applicant
has a guarantor. Otherwise, there will be conflicting
error. Following are the descriptions of different types
of loans. Please refer to Fig. 5A to 5C for the decision
tree diagrams for the classification of loan and interest
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Fig. 5A: Decision Tree For Classification Of
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Fig. 5C: Decision Tree For Classification Of Loai
and Interest Types For Secured Loan (Continued)
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i. For secured loan, if the applicant has ability to
settle the loan repayment, the requested loan can be
granted._ The loan type will be based on whether there is
mortgage or guarantor. (If the loan is partially secured
by mortgage, it is type 2.)
ii. If an applicant has marginal ability to repay the
loan and the loan is secured with a guarantor who has full
ability to repay the loan, the requested loan can be
granted. (type 6)
iii. If an applicant has marginal ability to repay the
loan and his guarantor also does not has full ability to
repay the loan, the requested loan amount cannot be
granted. A revised lower loan amount may be granted
depends on how much the applicant can afford to repay in
instalments. (type -1)
iv. For a loan not secured by mortgage, if an applicant is
well below the expected ability for repaying the loan,
the loan will not be granted even there is a guarantor.
(type -2)
v. If a loan is secured by a mortgage whose valuation is
greater than the loan amount. The requested loan can be
granted even the applicant does not have ability to repay
the loan.
vi. For a loan is partially secured by a mortgage and also
guaranteed by a guarantor who has full ability to repay
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the loan, then the loan can be granted even he only has
marginal ability to repay the loan. (type 3)
vii. If a loan is partially secured by a mortgage and also
guaranteed by a 'guarantor, the loan can still not be
granted if the applicant's ability less too much from the
expected of the request loan. (type -3)
viii. For a loan similar to that stated in rule (vi) but
the guarantor does not have the full ability to repay.
The requested loan amount cannot be granted. However, a
reduced amount based on the applicant's ability may be
granted. (type -4)
ix. If a loan is partially secured by a mortgage but
without a guarantor, the loan can only be granted if the
applicant has the ability to repay. (type 4)
X. For a loan is partially secured by a mortgage but
without a guarantor, the requested loan amount cannot be
granted if the applicant does not have full ability to
repay. A reduced amount may be granted based on the
applicant's repay ability or the mortgage. (type -5)
(B) Criteria for unsecured loan
Fig. 5D and 5E show the decision trees for the
classification of loan and interest types for unsecured
loans.
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i. If applicant for an unsecured loan is in the bad list,
the application will be rejected.
ii. An applicant for an unsecured loan will be accepted if
he has the full ability to repay in instalments based on
his present disposable income. (type 11)
iii. If an applicant for an unsecured loan does not have
full ability to repay based on his present disposable
income, the future growth in earning potential will be
considered. The loan will still be granted if he has high
earning potential but will be at a higher interest rate.
(type 12)
iv. If an applicant for an unsecured loan does not have
ability to repay based on his present disposable income or
future earning potential. The loan may only be granted
if he has property whose valuation is greater than the
loan amount. However, as he does not take the property
for mortgage, a high risk is involved and a much higher
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Fig. 5E: Decision Tree For Classification Of
Loan and Interest Types For
Unsecured Loan (Continued)
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v. If an applicant for an unsecured loan does not have
ability to repay based on his present disposable income or
future earning potential. Either he has does not have
property or valuation of his property is less than the
loan amount. The requested loan amount will not be
offered. However, a reduced amount based on his repay
ability may be granted.
(C) Criteria for valuation of mortgage
The valuation of a property will be discounted from
the market value of the property. The exact discount
percentage depends on which property type.( In our
consultation system, 6 types are classified: flat, fixed
deposit, security, gold coins, jewellery, gold)
(D) Criteria for interest rate calcuation
i. According to the type of loan, an interest rate per
annum over prime rate will be assigned as the basis.
ii. Prime rate will be added to the basis rate.
iii. According the amount of loan granted, the -interest
rate will be adjusted. The smaller the amount of loan,
the higher the adjustment.
iv. A reduction on the interest rate will be given if the
mortgage exceeds a certain portion of the loan amount even
though the loan is only partially secured by the mortgage.
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v. An overdraft premium will be added to the interest
rate if the loan is granted as overdraft facility.
(E) Criteria in loan amount
The loan amount that can be offered must be within
the range of minimum and maximum set by the bank. If the
amount is less than mimimum, no loan will be granted. If
the amount is greater than the maximum, only the maximum
will be offered.
(F) Summary of Consumer Lending Criteria
i. Factors determining loan amount:
a) requested loan amount
b) valuation of mortgage
c) repay ability of applicant
d) repay ability of guarantor
If requested loan amount is not acceptable, a lower
amount will be recommended based either on valuation of
mortgage or repay ability of applicant.
ii. Factors determining interest rate
Following are the five factors being considered in
determining the interest rate.
a) Type of loan:
1. valuation of mortgage
2. repay ability of applicant
3. repay ability of quarantor
b) Amount of loan to be offered
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c) Prime rate
d) Overdraft or one-time loan
.e) Portion of loan with mortgage




Based On Type Step 1
Of Loan
Adjust Interest Rate
According To Amount Step 2
Of Loan
Adjust Interest Rate
According To Portion Of Step 3
Loan Secured By Mortgage
Add Interest Premium To
Interest Rate For Step 4
Overdraft Facility
End
Fig. 6: Flow Diagram For The Determination
Of Interest Rate
The flow is explained as follows:
Step 1: The interest type is classified according to the
type of loan. Table 2 and 3 summarize the criteria











-1 M MN Y
-2 N XN Y
-3 N XP Y
-4 M MP Y
-5 N XP N
Note: X- don't care
Y- with that attribute up to required level for
the loan
M- with but less than the requested level
P- with but can only account part of the loan
N- without that attribute
+ve type- grant requested loan amount
-ve type- not grant requested loan amount
Table 2: Summary of Consumer Lending Criteria
for Secured Loans
Type Mort. Guaran. Applicant's Guarantor's Property
repay abil. repay abil.
N N Y N X11
N N P N X12
N N13 N N Y
Note: X- don't care
Y- with that attribute up to required level for
the loan
M- with but less than the requested level
P- with but can only account part of the loan
N- without that attribute
Table 3: Summary of Consumer Lending Criteria
for Unsecured Loans
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Step 2: The interest rate is then adjusted according to
the amount of requested loan.
The amount of loan is divided into 6 categories,








Table 4: Category Of Loan Amount
Step 3: Before proceeding on to find the interest rate,
the prime rate, which is presently set at 0.0525
in the design of the program, is used as the base
rate. It is further adjusted according to the
portion of loan secured by mortgage.
Again, the valuation of mortgage is divided into 3
classes.
Class A: [valuation of mortgage/loan]= 0.3
then interest rate is increased by 0.01.
Class B: [valuation of mortgage/loan]= 0.7
then interest rate remains unchanged.
Class C: [valuation of mortgage/loan] 0.7
then interest rate is decreased by 0.01.
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Step 4: If an overdraft facility is desired by the
applicant, then an interest premium of 0.01 is
added to the interest rate for using such kind of
service.










Note: 1. Guarantee is true only if there exist a guarantor
with higher repay ability than the applicant.
2. Marginal ability is presently set as ability to
repay more than 70% but less than 100% of the
requested loan.
Table 5: Summary of Different Types of Interest Rates
iii) Repayment amount determination
Since the interest rate obtained is the flat rate,
so the repayment amount is calculated from the following
formula:
repayment= recommended loan.* repayment interval (mth)
amount
*[ 1/no. of month to settle+ (annual int.
rate.* repayment interval)/12]
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If the loan is granted as overdraft facility,
repayment amount will be non-applicable and will not be
displayed to user.
iv) Discount rate in valuation of mortgage
In determining the value of mortgage, a discount
rate is multiplied to the market value of the mortgage for
lowering the risk.
Six types of discount factors:
a) Flat: flat-disc= 0.8
b) Securities discount: security-disc= 0.5
c) Gold coins: gold-coin-disc= 0.8
d) Jewellery: jewellery-disc= 0.8
e) Gold: gold-disc= 0.8
f) Fixed deposit= 1.0
v) Repay ability
In the calculation of repay ability, a discount
factor is multiplied to the disposable income (presently
set as 0.8) to lower the risk involved.
Qualitative Analysis
1. Quality Factors
As mentioned in the above sections, the Net
Disposable Income (NDI), the amount of loan required, form
of mortgage and the existance of guarantor are the major
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factors considered during the consultation. All of these
factors can be quantified.
However, there are other factors which should also
be considered but are hard to be quantified. In the Expert
Analysis Program, only a few which the researchers





iv) Working experience (in years)
v) Length of residence in Hong Kong (in years)
vi) Establishment of a professional business
Although these factors are not easy to be quantified
like NDI etc., they can highly reflect the possibility
that the applicant will repay the loan. In the following
section how these factors are implementated into the
program, their implications are discussed.
2. Certainty Factors
One of the unique features that Teknowledge's M1
provides to users is its ability to deal with Certainty
Factors (cf). Certainty Factor is a number which
represents the level of confidence palced by the system
developer or the system itself in the validity of a
statement, hypothesis or rule. It should not be
interpreted as a probability, but it is closely related to
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the concept of probability. Certainty Factors range from-
100 to 100.
The characterisitics of cf include:
a) 0 represents no evidence for or against a
proposition.
b) Positive (negative) numbers represent belief
that the fact is true (false).
c) 100 and -100 represent complete certainty that
the fact is true and false respectively.-
d) 20 represents a minimum threshold of belief.
To associate each of the above mentioned Quality
Factors with Certainty Factors, there relative importance
can be revealed. Besides i) and vi), factors ii) to v) are
each categorized into four classes. Table 6 summarizes























80vi Set up of professional yes
0nobusiness
Table 6: Categorization of Quality Factors and Their cf.
Each of the QF is discussed as follows:
i. Black-listing
This is-the most important factor. According to the
former Senior Credit Manager of The Overseas Trust Bank,
an applicant is black-listed if he/she has denied to repay
an outstanding loan before. If. this is the case, then
he/she will seldom have chances to borrow loan from
registrated financial institutions again. Therefore a cf
of -100 is designated for a black-listed applicant.
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On the other hand, an applicant who is not black-
listed is considered 'neutral'. So a cf of 0 is
designated. In other words, one who is not black-listed
does not necessary meet other criteria, but one who is
black-listed is deemed to be rejected automatically.
ii. Education, Age, Working Experience and Length of
Residence
These four Qualitative Factors are considered as a
group. Moreover, each of them are classified into four
categories with fixed cf (50, 20, 0, -20). Of course,
different users may consider some of them to be more
important to the others. However, they are categorized
with same degree of importance for ease of analysis. They
can be adjusted to fit individual need easily.
Besides the first three factors which are obviously
related to the success of repayment, the length of
residence in Hong Kong is also considered important
because the longer an applicant live in Hong Kong, the
more familiar is he/she to the working environment of Hong
Kong and the higher the chance that he/she can find a
stable job.
iii. Establishment of professional business
From past experience, a newly graduated medical or
law student who borrows a large amount of money to set up
a clinic or a law firm has a very high ability to repay
the loan. Therefore, even though the other criteria (that
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is, little working experience and/or short length of
residence in Hong Kong) may be unfavourable to this
applicant, his/her loan case should receive special
attention. A cf of 80 is attached to this factor to
counter-balance other unfavourable results.
3. Interpretation of Certainty Factors
For the detail formulas for calculating Certainty
Factors, please refer to Appendix 9.
Figure 7 shows the portion of a tree diagram of
Table 6. Each QF can be treated as an event and each
category with the QF can be considered as state of nature.
Start
IB-L




(cf -20) (cf 50)'(cf 20)(cf .0)
Fig. 7: Portion Of The Tree Diagram Of
Various Quality Factors
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There are two interesting consequences when cfs are
used. First of all, cf of 0 combined with any cf will
leave the latter cf unchanged. Therefore the no-black-
listing and the no-set-up-of-professional-business are
both 'neutral' factors. Secondly, equal positive and
negative evidence will cancel out exactly.
From the tree diagram, one can see that each branch
of the tree is associated with a resultant cf, which
reflects the chance that the applicant will repay the
loan. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, one
cannot intrepreted cf as probability. Table 7 summarizes
the resultant cfs of each of the branch, which is grouped
into one of the five classes.






Table 7: Value of cf vs chance of repayment
The credit officer can judge the probability of
repayment of an apllicant based on this table. Together
with the analysis made from the quantitative section,
he/she can make more accurate conclusion than using
his/her own subjective judgement.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION AND IMPACTS OF THE SYSTEM
Comparision Between Traditional and The New System
1. Performance
Tradition system heavily relies on human expert.
However, this kind of experts are too limited. Moreover,
many of them have limited knowledge to produce accurate
judgements. However, an expert system such as ours have
accumulated experience of several credit analyst and can
have a wider knowledge base.
2. Flexibility
As length experience is required for a credit
analyst, they tend to react slowly to changes in factors
affecting credit decision such as the population of the
applicants, changes in political and economical factors.
In our expert system, changes can be easily set by modify
parameters in the knowledge data, base. Hence, the speed
for adaptation and flexibility is much higher.
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3. Consistency
In analysing the same loan application, different
assessors have may have different standards and
interpretation. As a result, the recommended loan amount
and interest rate may be differed. A credit analysis
expert system will eliminate such inconsistency.
4. Efficiency
Analysing loan application may involve senior staff
such as credit manager or branch manager. Moreover, they
need to send quite a lot of time to analyse one particular
application. Therefore, efficiency is low and it is also
expensive in terms of the manpower consumed.
5. Training
It is a difficult task to train up a new credit
analyst. However, with an expert system. The trainee can
test the effect of changing different aspects of an
application and trace out the reason for a recommended
loan amount. The new system can help to train up new
staff.
Other Modifications and Improvements of The System
To make the System more user friendly and adaptable
to more applications.,. the following improvements can be
added if the study to be continued:
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1. Modify parameters of the System interactively
As different banks need slightly different
parameters such as maximum and minimum allowable loan
amount, we need' to modify parameters in the knowledge
base. This is now done by direct editing of the knowledge
base paramter division. It will be more user friendly if
an interactive program is written for changing the
parameters.
2. Extend the analysis to corporate lending
As the approaches in personal lending and corporate
lending are similar, the expert system may be extended to
incorporate corporate lending criteria. But this will
involves quite a lot of addition time and effort and
cannot be implemented in this research.
Comparison of computerization Approaches
To Credit Analysis
Apart from human judgement for analysis of credit
applications,. there are different approaches making use of
computerization in credit analysis. The simplest one is
credit scoring. Another method uses conventional
programming appraoch to solve credit analysis problem.
Even using expert system, there may be two different
approaches. One is our approach that based on systematic
formulation of the credit criteria. The other use machine
learning method. Different methods have their different
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merits and demerits.
. The credit scoring method is the simplest kind.
Different characteristics of the applicants are divided
into attributes, for example, income range, income
stability, age, education level, etc. A score for each
attribute is assigned to an applicant. By summing up the
score of all attributes, each applicant has a certain
score. If the score is between a certain range preset by
the bank, then the application will be further processed.
otherwise, the application will be rejected. For an
application that passes the credit scoring test, it still
needed to be further evaluated by the credit officers.
This is necessary as there are many factors that cannot be
quantified using credit scoring such as whether the loan
can induce further business with the applicant or the
applicant's company, or the earning potential of the
applicant. Therefore, it still involoves human judgement
to a certain degreee. Moreover, it cannot provide
exceptional report and it is difficult to weigh reasonably
for different. attributes in the scoring system.
The second method is to develop a conventional
program, for example, using data base language or standard
programming language to analyse credit applications. In
fact, this approach is a step towards expert system. It
tries to simulate the function of the credit officer using
the program. However, using conventional programming
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language is inflexible and difficult, if not impossible,
to include all the criteria in personal lending analysis.
Conventional programming method hard-wire the criteria
into the program. It requires modification of the program
for changing the criteria. Also because of this
inflexibility, machine learning capability is difficult to
be implemented for this method.
If we decide to use an expert system approach to
solve credit analysis problems, there still exists two
differnt approaches. One uses machine learning. A
typical algorithm in machine learning takes examples of
good decisions and forms a general decision procedure. It
requires many examples, together with a canned description
language for the task. Based on the examples of good
decisions, the algorithm works back and derive the
decision tree for making those decisions. It requires no
additional domain-specific knowledge. Using machine
learning can be quicker and cheaper than building an
expert system the systematic formulation approach.
However, its difficult to find out sufficient examples of
good decision. Moreover, the decisions may be. conflict
against each other, thus making the derivation of the
decision tree fail or incorrect. At the same time, it
cannot incorporate all possible* cases that may be happen
in future use. So this approach is a simple and minimized
cost approach for expert system but it is better to use
the systematic, stepwise approach for more complete..
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analysis.
Another approach to build an expert system is the
systematic formulation of the criteria in credit analysis,
which is also the-approach employed in this project. This
approach requires interviewing with credit officers and
managers, and organization of the criteria specified in
credit manuals. The criteria are transformed into rules
and entered into the expert system knowledge base. Fifth
generation language, such as Prolog, and expert system
development tool are most suitable for building this kind
of system. This expert system approach has the advantage
that development of the system is not too difficult.
Another advantage of using the expert system
approach is the availability of ease-to-use development
tools. It is much simplier to build a consultation system
using the expert system development tools than other
computerization approach. In building our consumer
lending expert system, we use the M1 expert system
development tool which have the following features that
make expert system approach a good way to solve the
problem:
a) English-like syntax for criteria formulation
The format of rules acceptable for Ml just like
ordinary English statement and it is easy to
transform criteria to M1 decision rules.
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b) Rules have ability to indicate degree of certainty
M1 has the ability to incorporate the certainty
factor into a rule. The certainty factor indicates
the amount-of evidence supporting the rule. The
certainty factor will be updated automatically by
the development system if the amount of evidence
increases. As a result, the certainty factor can
indicate the chance of happening of an event with
certain input of evidence for and against the rule.
c) Execution control and debugging tools
M1 allows control of execution of a consultation,
trace of the consultation flow and the examination
of intermediate results. It also allows users to
ask the development system for help, reason for a
question and the options provided.
d) Backtracking and forward chaining capability
An expert development system has backtracking
capability which makes guesses at various steps
during problem solving process and return to the
previous decision point when the choice does not
give to an acceptable result. Forward chaining
strategy tests the premises of rules against the
current set of known facts to determine which rules
can immediately-be applied to make new conclusions.
The conclusions are then added to the pool of the
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known facts. These forward chaining mechanism
allows the growth in knowledge of an expert system.
e) User-friendliness
Expert development system offers user-friendly
features such as the automatic menu generation,
legal responses checking as well as built-in
questioning and answering capacity. All these
features allow a user to develop an expert system
without programming knowledge which is necessary
for the development of other computerized consumer
lending system.
In conclusion, the system developed using the expert
system approach is flexible and can provide users logical
as well as consistent judgment compared with other
approaches. Therefore, we use this approach for building
of our expert system.
Management Implications and Impacts of
The Loan-Expert System
1. Implications
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Loan-Expert
System is designed to overcome two shortcomings that
credit officers often face when considering loan cases,
namely the inconsistency and inflexibility. Therefore
these two factors will be the starting point for the
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discussion of management implications of the system.
(A) Consistency
Credit officers always make inconsistent decisions
due to the following reasons:
i) Subjective judgements
ii) Past experience
iii) Pressure associated with time limit and work
load
iv) Moodiness
With Loan-Expert System the above drawbacks can be




Combined with the backward chaining mechanism,
that is to first look at the objective and look for
the rules that will lead to the objective in a
reverse direction, the reasoning mechanism is very
similar to that of human being. However, it does
not have the problem of subjectivity as each time
the same rules and same goal is given, the Loan-
Expert System will reach the same conclusion.
Therefore subjectivity and past experience will not
post any difficulties on the operations of such a
system.
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Secondly, the time to reach a conclusion (that is,
lend/no lend and the amount of loan) is very short.
It is the preparatory stage, that is the collection
of pertinent documents and checking of the
applicant's background, that is time-consuming.
Thus a credit officer will reach conclusion very
rapidly with the aid of this system.
(B) Flexibility
Another major disadvantage of the traditional
decision making method is its inflexibility. This
is due to the fact that each credit officer has to
spend lengthy learning time before he/she can
perform well. Moreover, the credit officer may have
in mind different sets of rules or criteria towards
different class of applicants. Then whenever the
characteristics, such as the consuming habit or the
population, of certain class alter, the credit
officer may notice the changes but may fail to
implement into his/her decision criteria. This is
because he/she may neglect or forget these changes
and make decisions according whatever rules that
he/she adopts. It may take quite a long period that
he/she becomes familiar to the new characteristics
before he/she will adopt these changes into his/her
decision rules.
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With the Loan-Expert System the credit officer may
implement, or arrange to implement, these changes
into the knowledge rules of the system by himself
or by knowledge engineer. In this way the credit
officer can ensure that these gradual changes can
be captured into considerations.
2. Impacts
Like many shocks or impacts brought about by
technological innovations, Expert Systems do have their
own impacts.
Some credit officers may not like to use the Loan-
Expert System as a tool to evaluate credit cases. As the
value of credit officers are their extensive experience
and judgements, Loan-Expert System will appear as their
substitutes and make them replaceable. They may feel that
their status will be challenged by Loan-Expert System or
other similar programs, and are therefore reluntant to use
these tools.
However, this is not the case. Credit officers
should understand that Loan-Expert System is a tool-which
provides a systematic and objective way to evaluate every
loan case. The oucome is only an advice generated from
this fixed style of reasoning. Therefore Loan-Expert
System may not be able to handle very exceptional cases.
Moreover, not every criteria which may affect the outcome
of repayment is captured into the program. So the
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judgement of the credit officers are still important in
making the decision of lend/no lend. In fact, like the
function of many other softwares, the Loan-Expert System
is aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
credit officers.
Recommendations and Conclusions
Although the Loan-Expert System is designed to
overcome the problems of inconsistency and inflexibility
exhibited by credit officers when considering loan cases,
there are words of caution that should be mentioned when
the system is used to analyse consumer loans.
First of all, the system gives advice, not decision,
of whether a loan should be approved or not. It is up to
the judgement of the credit officer to interpret the
result.
Secondly, most of the criteria used to design the
system are based on existing rules practiced by major
financial institutions. However, due to the reason of
confidentiality, many actual data are ,guessed by the
researchers. Therefore the users can modify the data to
suit his/her particular needs.
In this project the Loan-Expert System is designed
for analysing consumer loans only, it is worthwhile, for
both practical and academic reasons, to extend the study
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to include corporate loan analysis. With the reasoning
mechanism offered by Mi or other Expert System Development
Tools, it is possible to design and implement a system
which performs particular aspects of corporate loans. A
feasible area is the analysis and interpretation of
financial ratios. This is because ratio analysis is a
mandatory procedure for corporate loan analysis, and the
interpretation of financial ratios may require subjective
judgement. Therefore use of Expert System may help the
user to perform better, as is the case that Loan-Expert
System will assist the user to make more objective
decision.
In conclusion, the traditional shortcomings of
analysing consumer loans are possible to be overcome with
the assistance of Expert Systems. The Loan-Expert System
developed in this research serves as an illustrative
example of the application of Expert Systems in Finance.
Other financial application of Expert Systems can be
developed with the same rationale. The ultimate test of
the Loan-Expert System is how well it performs in real
life situations. And the performance of this system is to
be evaluated and accessed by practitioning credit
officers. It is expected that their ideas and opinions
after adopting this system can lead to further




The loan-expert is basically menu driven. The
procedure for running the consultation are as follows, the
commands enclosed in are to be typed by the user:
a) The loan-expert has two diskettes and can be run either
using a two floppy system or a hard disk system.
b) If the loan-expert is to be run using a hard disk
system, copy all programs from the two diskettes to the
hard disk. If it is to be run using two floppy
diskettes, insert loan-expert diskette 1 in drive a:
and loan-expert diskette 2 in drive b:.
c) The system has to be executed under the DOS operating
system. Following the DOS prompt, type
EXPERT
d) An application form will appear on the screen. The
user has to fill in the entries which specify the
applicant's personal particulars and information
regarding to the loan. After all information has
been input into the form, press ENTER.
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e) The system will then start the consultation.
f) During consultation, the system will ask a number of
questions for further information about the loan and
some configuration. parameters that varied among
different banks.
g) When all questions have been completed, the system will
give the recommendation whether to grant the loan or
not, and how much loan to be granted as well as a
suggested interest rate and each payment amount.
h) The system will then prompt the user to type [quit] to
exit the DOS. The user can re-execute the consultation





In M.1, a feature that allows a user toauto-completion
type only the first few characters of a
response. The characters must be
sufficient to distinguish that response
from all others that are permissible at
that point.
B
backtracking A search procedure that makes gusesses
at various points during problem solving
and returns to a previous decission
point to make another choice when a
guess leads to an unacceptable result.
backward chaining A search technique which starts in a
goal state works toward an initial state.
C
In a computer system caching refers tocache
storing information so that it can be
accessed quickly. Cache storage is
managed so that most-often-used lntries
are readily avaiable.
certainty factor A number representing the confidence
placed by a user or knowledge system in
the validity of a proposition,
hypothesis, or rule. The number is not
interpreted as a probability, but rather
as a subjective index of the amount of




Information stored in a computer fordatabase
subsequent retrieval.
E
A knowledge system that performs at orexpert system
near the level of human experts. The
system achieves high levels of
performance on tasks that, for human
beings, require years of special
education and training. Often the use
of this term is synonymous with
knowledge system. However, we make the
distinction that an expert system is a
special kind of knowledge system, one
that uses knowledge acquired from an
expert rather than from other sources.
expert system
development tool A special set of software designed to
assist knowledge engineers in the
development of an expert system.
F
forward-chaining A reasoning strategy in which the
premises of rules are tested against the
current set of known facts to determine
which rulees can immediately by applied
to yield new conclusions. One or more
of the eligible rules are then selected,
their conclusions are added to the pool





A rule that takes the form: if premiseif-then rule
then conclusion. A certainty factor
may be associated with the rule.
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The process of deriving new facts frominference
known ones. The method of inference
defines the one-step derivations that
are legal with respect to a given
representation in a knowledge system.
inference engine That portion of a knowledge system that
reasons ever the knowledge base to
arrive at conclusions. The inference
engine explains how and why it arrives
at a conclusion or asks for information.
It also manages the inheritance and the
propagation of certainty factors.
instantiation 1) An object that fits the general
description of some clas.s or,
specifically, a pending process that
associates specific data objects with
the parameters of a general procedure.
2) A variable's instantiation is its
binding.
K
The portion of a knowledge system thatknowledge base
contains factual knowledge and
heuristics about the domain.
A specialist responsible for theknowledge
engineer technical side of developing an
expert system. The knowledge engineer




meta-facts are facts about the knowledgemeta-fact
base or the consultation, as opposed to
facts about the subject domain. For
example, the meta-fact goal=wine is not
part of the knowledge about wines, but
is a statement about the consultation
i.e. that the goal of the consultation
is to select a wine.
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meta-propositions are propositions aboutmeta-proposition
the knowledge base or about the state of
the consultation.
Allowed to have more than one value withmultivalued
definite certainty. When an expression
is specified to be multivalued. M.1
will continue to seek values for that
expression even after one definite value
has been found.
P
Knowledge of how to do something. It isprocedural
often knowledge used in contrast to
declarative knowledge.
Fact, belief, or assertion. Aproposition
proposition is a statement that can




One subsystem of a knowledge system withuser interface
which the human user deals routinely.
It aims to be as natural as possible,
employing language as close as possible
to ordinary language and understanding
and displaying images, all at speeds
that are comfortable and natural for
humans. Other subsystems in a knowledge




LOAN.PRG: PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NET DISPOSIBLE INCOME










□ 2,0 TO 24,79 DOUBLE
□ 4,20 SAY 'LOAN-EXPERT SYSTEM: DATA ENTRY FORM- P.l'
□ 6,1 TO 6,78 DOUBLE
□ 8,10 SAY 'NAME:' GET MNAME
@10,10 SAY 'SEX:' GET MSEX PICTURE'@! A'
@10,20 SAY' HKID NUMBER:' GET MHKID
@12,10 SAY 'MARITAL STATUS (SM): 1 GET MMSTAT PICTURE'@! A'
@12,40 SAY 'DATE OF BIRTH:' GET MBDATE PICTURE '@D'
@14,10 SAY 'NO. OF CHILDREN:' GET MCHILNUM PICTURE'@! 99'
@14,40 SAY 'NO. OF DEPENDENT PARENTS: GET MPARNUM PICTURE'@! 9'
@16,10 SAY 'ADDRESS (RESIDENCE):' GET MRESADD
@18,10 SAY 'ADDRESS (OFFICE):' GET MOFFADD
@20,10 SAY 'HOME PHONE NUMBER:' GET MRESPHON
@20,40 SAY 'OFFICE PHONE NUMBER:' GET MOFFPHON
@22,10 SAY YEARS AT PRESENT ADDRESS:' GET MPREYEAR
READ
CLEAR
□ 2,0 TO 24,79 DOUBLE
□ 4,20 SAY 'LOAN-EXPERT SYSTEM: DATA ENTRY FORM- P.2'
□ 6,1 TO 6,78 DOUBLE
□ 8,10 SAY 'EDUCATION: (U)NI., (S)EC., (P)RI., (B)ELOW-PRI.' GETMEDUCATE
@10,10 SAY EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS: GET MEMPLOY
@12,10 SAY EMPLOYER'S PHONE NUMBER: GET MEMPPHON
@14,10 SAY 'POSITION:' GET MPOST
@14,40 SAY 'WORKING EXPERIENCE IN YEARS:' GET MWORK
@16,10 SAY 'INCOME PER MONTH:' GET MTINCOM PICTURE'@! 9999999'
@16,40 SAY 'COUNTED MONTHS PER YEAR:' GET MYEAR PICTURE'@! 99'
@18,10 SAY SPOUSE'S INCOME PER MONTH: GET MSPINCOM PICTURE'@! 9999999'
@20,10 SAY 'COUNTED MONTHS PER YEAR (SPOUSE):' GET MSPYEAR PICTURE '@1 99'
@22,10 SAY 'LOAN REQUIRED:' GET MLOAN














































































TO CALCULATE TAXABLE INCOME
MTXIN= MTINCOME-MPALL-MCHILALL-MPARALL-MNADALL




MTXl= MTXIN STDTAXRATE10 0
ENDIF




CASE MTXIN 0 .AND. MTXIN= 10000
MTX2=MTXINTAXRATE1100
CASE MTXIN 10000 .AND. MTXIN= 20000
MTX2= 10 0 0 0 TAXRATE1100 +(MTXIN-10 0 00)TAXRATE2100
CASE MTXIN 20000 .AND.- MTXIN= 30000
MTX2=10000TAXRATE1100+10000TAXRATE2100+(MTXIN-20000)TAXRATE3100
CASE MTXIN 30000 .AND. MTXIN= 40000
MTX2= 10000TAXRATEl100+ 10000 TAXRATE210 0+ 10 00 0 TAXRATE310 0

















QUESTIONS ABOUT LOAN AND RENT
CLEAR
2,0 TO 24,79 DOUBLE
4,20 SAY 'LOAN-EXPERT SYSTEM: DATA ENTRY FORM- P.3'
0 6,1 TO 6,78 DOUBLE'
0 8,10 SAY 'OUTSTANDING LOAN PER MONTH:' GET MOUTLOAN PICTURE '0! 999939999'






012,10 SAY 'WILL THE LOAN BE SECURED? (YN):' GET MSECURE
014,10 SAY 'ANY GUARANTOR? (YN):' GET MGUARANT
014,40 SAY 'ANY MORTGAGE? (YN):' GET MMORT
CASE MOWNER= 'R
012,10 SAY 'DO YOU LIVE IN A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE HOUSE? (PR)' GET MTYPHSE
ICTURE '0! A1
014,10 SAY 'DO YOU PAY THE RENT FULLY OR PARTIALLY? (FP).' GET MFULPAR PIC'
URE '0! A'
016,10 SAY 'WILL THE LOAN BE SECURED? (YN):' GET MSECURE
018,10 SAY 'ANY GUARANTOR? (YN):' GET MGUARANT
018,40 SAY 'ANY MORTGAGE? (YN):' GET MMORT
REA
DO CASE
CASE MTYPHSE= 'P' .AND. MFULPAR= 'F'









CASE MTYPHSE= R' .AND. MFULPAR= 'F'
MRENT= 150 0 +((MTINCOMTMSPINCOM)-3000)0.3




TO CALCULATE DISPOSABLE INCOME




STORE Z TO MDISPINC
CASE Z= 0






020,50 SAY 'EXPENSE= 1
020,62 SAY MEXPENSE












'PROGRAM LIST OF THE CONVERTER PROGRAM
100 'UTILITY TO CONVERT RECORDS FROM DBASE III TO INPUT
150 'FOR Ml
200 OPEN I,SI,LOAN.TXT
300 FOR 1=1 TO 5:LINE INPUT 1, A$:NEXT I
400 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$)
500 IF MID$(A$,1,2)= ED THEN ED=I
600 IF MID$(A$,1,2)= WE THEN WE=I
700 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= LO THEN LO=I
750 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= PA THEN PA=I
760 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= SE THEN SE=I
770 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= GU THEN GU=I
780 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= MO THEN MO=I
785 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= AG THEN AG=I
790 IF MID$(A$,I,2)= DI THEN DI=I
795 IF MID$(A$I,2)= YA THEN YA=I
800 NEXT I
1000 'INPUT DATA RECORD
1100 FOR 1=1 TO 2: LINE INPUT 1, A$ :NEXT I 'NEGLECT 2 BLANK ROWS
1150 LINE INPUT 1, A$ 'INPUT CUSTOMER RECORD
1170 OPEN O,2,LOAN.Ml
1210 IF MID$(A$,GU,1)= y OR MID$(A$,GU,1)= Y THEN FGU=1
1220 IF MID$(A$,MO,l)= y OR MID$(A$,MO,1)= Y THEN FMO=l
1230 IF FMO=l THEN PRINT 2, mortgage= yes. ELSE PRINT 2, mortgage= no.
1240 IF FGU=1 THEN PRINT 2. has-quarantor= ves. ELSE PRINT 2, haas-quaran
tor= no.
1250 IF FMO=l OR FGU=1 THEN PRINT 2, secure= yes. ELSE PRINT 2, secure=
no.
1300 PRINT 2, loan= ;MID$(A$,LO-6,8);.
1320 PRINT 2, no-of-payback-month= ;MID$(A$,PA-l,3);.
1330 PRINT 2, working= ;MID$(A$,WE,2);.
1340 PRINT 2, education= '»;MID$(A$,ED,1);».»
1350 PRINT 2, disposable-income(applicant)= ;MID$(A$,DI-5,7);.
1360 PRINT 2, age= ;MID$(A$,AG,2);.










initialization: load the cache and restart the consultation
if dodoadcache loan.ml)
then rstart.
flow of finding credit-loan: loan- grant-loan- credit-loan
Principal rules for finding type of secured loan
rulel: if secure and
not(mort) and
not(guarantee) and
display([nl,'ERROR Conflict among supplied information.',nl,
nl))
then type= error..
rule2: if secure and not(mort) and
guarantee and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and principal-repayment= M and
N= M and do(why)
then type= 5.
explanation(rule2)
The applicant has ability to re-pay the request loan amount. So it is worth
considering whether to lend him the requested amount.
rule3 and rule4 for applicant with marginal ability to repay
rule3: if secure and not(mort) and
guarantee and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and principal-repayment= M and
N= 0.7M and
N M and
repay-ability(guarantor)= NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN= MM and do(why)
then type= 6.
explanation(rule3)
Although the applicant only has marginal ability to repay the requested loan,
he has a guarantor who can pay back the loan. So it is worth considering
whether to lend him the requested loan amount.
rule4: if secure and not(mort) and
guarantee and





repay-abi1ity(guarantor)= NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN MM
then type
rule5: if secure and not(mort) and
guarantee and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and principal-repayment= M and
then type -2.
rule6: if secure and mort and
property-valuation= N and loan= M and N= M and do(why)
then type= 1.
explanation(rule6)
The applicant has asset for mortgage. Its valuation is greater than the
requested loan amount. So it is worth considering whether to grant him
the requested loan amount.
rule7: if secure and
mort and
property-valuation= N and loan= M and N H and
guarantee and
repay-ability(applicant)= NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN MM and do(why)
then type= 2.
explanation(rule7)
The applicant has ability to repay the requested loan. Moreover, he has
guarantor as well as asset for mortgage whose valuation can account for
portion of the loan. So it is worth considering wether to grant him the
requested loan amount.
rule8,9,10 for applicants with marginal repay ability and asset
rule8: if secure and
mort and
property-va1uation= N and loan- M and N M and
guarantee and
repay-abi1ity(applicant)- NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN MM and
NN= MM0.7 and
repay-ability(guarantor)= NNN and principal-repayment- HMM and
NNN= HMM and do(why)
then type= A.
explanation(rule8)
Although the applicant only has marginal ability to repay the loan, he has
a guarantor who can pay back the loan. Moreover, the applicant has asset for
mortgage which can account for portion of the loan. So it is worth
considering whether to grant him the requested loan amount.
rule9: if secure and
mort and






rulelO: if secure and
mort and
property-valuation= N and loan= M and N M and
guarantee and
repay-abi1ity(applicant)= NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN MM and
NN= MM0.7 and
repay-abi1ity(guarantor)= NNN and principal-repayment= MMM and
NNN MMM
then type= -A.
rulell: if secure and
mort and
property-valuation= N and loan= M and
N M and
not(guarantee) and
repay-abi1ity(applicant)= NN and principal-repayment= MM and
NN= MM and do(why)
then type= 3.
explanation(rulell)
rulel2: if secure and
mort and








discount_rulel: if property= flat
and flat-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
discount_rule2: if property= fixed-deposit
and deposit-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
discount_rule3: if property= security
and security-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
discount_rule4: if property= gold-coin
and gold-coin-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
discount_rule5: if property= jewellery
and jewellery-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
discount_rule6: if property= gold
and gold-disc= X
then property-disc= X.
facts relating to repayment calculation
factl: if disposable-income(guarantor)= Income and
income-disc= Disc and
repayment-interval= Interval and
Income Disc Interval= Ability
then repay-abi1ity(guarantor)= Ability.
fact2: if disposable-income(applicant)= Income and
income-disc= Disc and
repayment-interval= Interval and
Income Disc Interval= Ability
then repay-abi1ity(applicant)= Ability.
fact3: if loan= Loan and
repayment-interval= Interval and
no-of-payback-month= Payback and
Loan Interval Payback= Repayment
then principal-repayment= Repayment.
facts relating to property value calculation





loanl: if type= T and T 0 and T 10 and
loan= _loanl
then grant-loan=_loanl.
Parameters used- interest rate
type A interest rate: fully secured with asset
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type- -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type= -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA+0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type= -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N =10000 and N 20000
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA+0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type= -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA+0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type= -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA+0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -3) or (type= -4) or (type= -5) or (type= 1)
and credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and
max-loan= Max and N= Max
and prime= P and ratea= RATEA
and P+ RATEA= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type B interest rate: partially secured with asset, applicant and
guarantor have ability to repay
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N =10000 and N 20000
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 2 and credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and
max-loan= Max and N= Max
and prime= P and rateb= RATEB
and P+ RATEB ='Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type C interest rate: partially secured with asset, no guarantor
but applicant has ability to repay
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC
and P+ RATEC+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC.
and P+ RATEC+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N =10000 and N 20000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC
and P+ RATEC+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC
and P+ RATEC+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC
and P+ RATEC+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 3 and credit-loan= N and N= 100000
and prime= P and ratec= RATEC and
max-loan= Max and N= Max
and P+ RATEC= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type D interest rate: partially secured with asset, applicant has marginal
ability while guarantor has ability to repay
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and rated= RATED
and P+ RATED+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000
and prime= P and rated= RATED
and P+ RATED+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N =10000 and N 20000
and prime= P and rated= RATED
and P+ RATED+ .0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000
and prime= P and rated= RATED
and P+ RATED+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 100000
and prime= P and rated= RATED
and P+ RATED+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 4 and credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000
and prime= P and rated= RATED and
max-loan= Max and N= Max
and P+ RATED= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type E interest rate: not secured with asset, applicant and guarantor
have ability to repay
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N and N= 5000
and N 10000
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N and N =10000
and N 20000
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N'and N= 20000
and N 50000
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N and N= 50000
and N 100000
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if (type= -1 or type= -2 or type= 5) and credit-loan= N and N= 100000
and max-loan= Max and
N Max
and prime= P and ratee= RATEE
and P+ RATEE= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type F interest rate: not secured by asset, applicant has marginal ability
but guarantor has full ability to repay
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N 5000
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N =10000 and N 20000
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N~ 50000 and N 100000
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
if type= 6 and credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and
max-loan= Max and N= Max
and prime= P and ratef= RATEF
and P+ RATEF= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
adjust interest according to asset secured portion of loan for interest
rate type B,C,D
iratel is the interest rate expression without secured portion adjustment
if grant-loan= GL and property-valuation= Valuation and
ValuationGL= Portion
then portion= Portion.
if mort and iratel= I and portion= Portion and Portion= 0.3
and I+ 0.01= Irate
then irate= Irate.
if mort and iratel= I and portion= Portion and Portion 0.3
and Portion 0.7
then irate= I.
if mort and iratel= I and portion= Portion and Portion 0.7
and I- 0.01= Irate
then irate= Irate.
if not(mort) and iratel= I
then irate= I.
type -1 loan amount: applicant can repay 0.7 of loan(without asset:
newloanl: if type= -1 and
repay-abi1ity(applicant)= N and principal-repayment= M and
loan= L and fix(NM10)L0.l=_loanl and do(why)
then grant-loan=_loanl.
explanation(newloanl)
Borrower and guarantor only have marginal ability to repay the requested
loan amount. Moreover, the applicant does not have any asset for mortgage.
Therefore, the recommended loan amount is reduced to the amount that he
has the ability to repay.
type -2 loan amount: applicant cannot repay 0.7 of loan(without asset
with guarantor)
newloan2: if type= -2 and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and principal-repayment= M and
loan= L and fix(NM10)L0.l=_loanl and do(why)
then grant-loan=_loanl.
explanation(newloan2)
Borrower does not have the ability to repay the requested loan amount.
Moreover, he doesn't have any asset for mortgage. Therefore, the suggested
loan amount is reduced to the amount that he has the ability to repay.
type -3 loan amount: applicant cannot repay 0.7 of loan(with asset)
newloan3: if type= -3 and
property-valuation= Valuation and do(why)
then grant-loan= Valuation.
explanation(newloan3)
Borrower doesn't have the ability to repay the requested loan amount.
He has asset for mortgage but its value is less than the loan amount.
Therefore, the suggested loan amount is reduced to the valuation of
the asset.
type -4 loan amount: applicant cannot repay all loan with useless
guarantor(with some asset)
newloan4: if type= -4 and
property-valuation= Valuation and do(why)
then grant-loan= Valuation.
explanation(newloan4)
Both applicant and guarantor don't have the ability to repay the requested
loan amount. The applicant has asset for mortgage but its valuation is
less than the loan amount. Therefore, the suggested loan amount is
reduced to the valuation of the asset.
type -5 loan amount: applicant cannot repay all loan(with some asset)
newloan5: if type= -5 and
property-valuation= Valuation and do(why)
then grant-loan= Valuation.
explanation(newloan5)
The applicant doesn't have the ability to repay the requested loan amount.
He doesn't have a guarantor but has asset for mortgage. However, the
valuation of the asset is less than the loan amount. Therefore, the
suggested loan amount is reduced to the valuation of the asset.
determine the repayment schedule
if not(overdraft) and
repayment-interval= A and credit-loan= B and interest-rate= C and




display(['can be offered as Overdraft Facility to the applicant',nl,nl]
then repayment= non-applicable.
'guarantee' is true only if 'has-guarantor' is true and guarantor has
a stronger financial ability than applicant.




if not(has-guarantor) or (repay-abi1ity(guarantor)= H and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and M N)
then guarantee= no.








if mort and has-guarantor and guarantor-mortgage and
display((nl,1 Please note that the mortgage is from guarantor, '.nil)
then mort-source= guarantor.
if mort and not(guarantor-mortgage)
then mort-source= applicant.
interest rates are different for overdraft account and one time loan
if overdraft and irate= Irate and
overdraft-premium= Over and Irate+ Over= Interest and
message(interest,[Interest!)
then interest-rate= Interest.
if not(overdraft) and irate= Irate and
message(interest,[Irate])
then interest-rate= Irate.
if loan is by means of overdraft account then 'no-of-payback-month'





save the conclusion making use of the goal scache
if do(savecache loan.ml)
then scache.
Generation of message with arguments
message-text(loan,[CREDIT_LOAN])= [nl,1 Recommended loan amount:$',
CREDIT_LOAN,nl, nl].
message-text(interest,[IRATE])= [nl, 'Recommended interest rate:',
IRATE,nl,nl].
message-text(repayment,[PAY])= [nl, 'Required Payment amount:$',
PAY,nl,n1].
if message-text(ID,LIST_OF_ARGU)= LIST and
display(LIST)
then message(ID,LIST_OF_ARGU).
Principal rules for unsecured loan
unsrulel: if not(secure) and





Although the applicant doesn't have any mortgage or guarantor, he has
ability to repay the requested loan. Therefore, it is worth considering
whether to grant hiin the requested loan amount.
unsrule3: if not(secure) and







Although the applicant may not have full ability to repay the loan based
on his present disposable income, he has great earning potential and is
likely to be able to repay the request loan amount. Therefore, it is still
worth considering whether to grant him his requested loan amount.
unsrule4: if not(secure) and










The applicant doens't have the ability to repay the loan either based on
his present disposable income or his future earning potential. However,
he has property in hand which has greater valuation than the requested
loan amount. So, it may be possible for us to grant him the -requested loan
amount. However, we have to bear a higher risk as he hasn't used his
property for mortgage.
unsrule5: if not(secure) and





property-valuation= NNN and loan= MM and
NNN MM
then type= -11,
unsrulefi: if nnhfsecurel and






Determine unsecured loan amount
unsloanl: if type= T and T 10 and
loan= _loanl
then grant-loan= loanl.
unsloan2: if (type= -11 or type= -12) and
repay-ability(applicant)= N and
principal-repayment= M and




Applicant doesn't have the ability to repay the requested loan amount
even when I also his future earning potential. Therefore, the
suggested loan is reduced to the amount that he has ability to repay.
unsloan3: if type= -100 and
displav(t nl,
The applicant is among the bad list. Moreover, he does not have any
mortgage or guarantee. Therefore, I recommend that we should not grant
him any loan.,nl,nl))
then credit-loan= 0.•
Modification on the grant loan amount
handler for unknown or small grant loan amount
newloan6: if (grant-loan is unknown) or





The applicant doesn't have the ability to repay any significant loan amount
So I suggest we shall not grant him any loan.






'However, this loan amount is greater than the maximum amount we allow
So we can only lend him the preset maximum amount, i.e. $',AM,nl,nl].
newloan8: if (min-loan= Min and grant-loan= GL and GL= Min and




for cases where qualitative factors are unfavorable






'However, other factors such as goodwill, age, education of the applicant
is unfavorable and I recommend not to grant him any loan',nl, nl].
unfavor2: if (min-loan= Min and grant-loan= GL and GL= Min and






'However, other factors such as goodwill, age, education of the applicant
is unfavorable and I recommend not to grant him any loan',nl,nl].
Determine unsecured interest rate
type 1A interest rate: applicant has full ability to repay(not secured
by mortgage or guarantor
unsintal: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N 5000 and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsinta2: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000 and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsinta3: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N= 10000 and N 20000 and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel
unsinta4: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000 and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsinta5: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N=. 50000 and N 100000 and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A +0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel,
unsinta6: if (type= 11 or type= -11 or type= -12) and
credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and max-loan= Max and
N= Max and
prime= P and ratela= RATE1A and
P+ RATE1A= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
type IB interest rate: applicant has full ability to repay(not secured
by mortgage or guarantor
unsintbl: if type= 12 and
credit-loan= N and N 5000 and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel
unsintb2: if tvDe= 12 and
credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000 and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel
unsintb3: if tvDe= 12 anc
credit-loan= N and N= 10000 and N 20000 and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintb4: if type= 12 and
credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000 and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintb5: if type= 12 anc
credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000 and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel
unsintbS: if type= 12 and
credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and max-loan= Max and
N= Max and
prime= P and ratelb= RATE1B and
P+ RATE1B= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel,
type 1C interest rate: applicant has full ability to repay(not secured
by mortgage or guarantor
unsintcl: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N 5000 and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C+ 0.05= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintc2: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N= 5000 and N 10000 and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C+ 0.04= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintc3: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N.= 10000 and N 20000 and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C+ 0.03= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintc4: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N= 20000 and N 50000 and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C+ 0.02= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintc5: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N= 50000 and N 100000 and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C+ 0.01= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
unsintc6: if type= 13 and
credit-loan= N and N= 100000 and max-loan= Max and
N= Max and
prime= P and ratelc= RATE1C and
P+ RATE1C= Iratel
then iratel= Iratel.
evaluation of qualitative factors
banner 1:
configuration(banner)




then goodloan cf -100.
qa-3
if black-list= no
then goodloan cf 0.
qa-4
if education= university
then goodloan cf 50.
qa-5
if education= secondary
then goodloan cf 20.
qa-6
if education= primary
then goodloan cf 0.
qa-7
if education= below-primary
then goodloan cf -20.
qa-8
if age= A and
70
then goodloan cf -20.
if age= D and
B= 50 and
B 7 0
then goodloan cf 20.
qa-lC
if age= C and
C= 20 and
C 50
then goodloan cf 50.
qa-1.1
if age= D and
D20
then goodloan cf 0.
qa-12
if working= F and
F 7
then goodloan cf 50
qa-1:
if working= G and
G= 3 and
G= 6
then goodloan cf 20
qa-14
if working= H and
H= 1 and
H= 2
then goodloan cf 0.
qa-15
if working= I and
I 1
then goodloan cf -20.
qa-16
if living= J and
J 5
then goodloan cf 50.
qa-17
if living= K and
K= 3 and
K= 5
then goodloan cf 20.
qa-18
if living= L and
L= 1 and
L= 2
then goodloan cf 0.
qa-19:
if living= M and
MC
then goodloan cf -20
qa-2(
if business= yes
then goodloan cf 80
aa-2
if business= no
then goodloan cf 0
qa-22
question(black-list)= 'Is the applicant black-listed? [Yes, No?
qa-2:
question(education)= 'What is the education level of the
a dd1icant?
University, Secondary, Primary, Below-primary?
qa-2' J—+t
question(age)= 'What is the age of the applicant?
qa-2 5
























revise on applicant's repay ability









if displav([nl, nl, 'Type quit to end the consultation ',nl,nl])
then end-mess.
the main consultation control
if credit-loan is sought and
credit-loan= N and N 0 and
interest-rate is sought and
repayment is sought
then consultation-over.
if credit-loan is sought and
credit-loan= N and N =0
then consultation-over








I NTEREST RATE V A LUES
Prime rate
prime= 0.0525.
annual interest rate above prime rate for different circumstances
1 type a interest rate: fully secured with asset
ratea= 0.02.
s type b interest rate: partially secured with asset, applicant and
guarantor have ability to repay
rateb= 0.05.
: type c interest rate: partially secured with asset, no guarantor
but applicant has ability to repay
ratec= 0.055.
t type d interest rate: partially secured with asset, applicant has
marginal ability while guarantor has ability to repay
rated= 0. 0G.
type e interest rate: not secured with asset, applicant and
guarantor have ability to repay
ratee= 0.08.
type f interest rate: not secured by asset, applicant has marginal
ability but guarantor has full ability to repay
ratef= 0.1.
type la interest rate: not secured by anything but applicant has
full ability to repay
ratela= 0.09.
type lb interest rate: not secured by anything and applicant cannot
repay the loan based on present earning power. But the applicant
has high earning potential which allows him to repay the loan.
ratelb= 0.1.
type lc interest rate: not secured by anything and applicant cannot








quest ion(loan)= ['How much loan is required?'].
question(no-of-payback-month)
= ['How many months your loan will be settled?'].
question(repayment-interval)
= ['What is the repayment interval in months?'].
question(overdraft)= ['Will the loan be offered as overdraft account?'].
question(secure)= ['Is the loan secured?'].
question(mortgage)= ['Does the applicant has mortgage?'].
question(has-guarantor)= ['Does the applicant has guarantor?'].
question(guarantor-mortgage)= ['Does the guarantor has mortgage?'].
quest ion(property-value)= ['How much is the market price of the property?']
question(has-property)= ['Does the applicant has any valuable property?'].
question(property)= ['Which type does the property belong to?'].















Sample Of Personal Instalment Loan Application Form
In order to speedupthe processingof yourapplication, pleaseprovidecopiesof
the following:
1. HongKongIdentity Cardfor yourselfandfor the joint applicant, if applicable.
2. Salary slips, Bankaccountstatementor passbook(showingincome)for the
past six months.
3. Latesttax return(if available).
Notes:—
a. All applicants mustbe HongKongresidents over 21 years old with employment
in HongKong.
b. Please completeall sections in BLOCKCAPITALSor place a V' in the
appropriatebox. Pleasedelete as appropriate.
c. Yourjoint applicant mustbe yourspouse.HeShealso needsto fulfill the
samequalification requirementsandprovidedocumentsno. 1 to 3 listed above.
d. Documentssupplied(including this application form) are not returnable.
Loan Information
Loan amount required.












Correspondence address Office I Residential
Residence J owned morteaaed rented live with parents
quarters others, please specify.
Years at present address If less than one year, please
state previous address
Years at previous address Hometelephone no.




_ Staff ID no._Present position
Basic monthly salary
Other income (commission, bonus etc.)
fetal income Years with present employer.
Spouse Information
Name Employer
Office Telephone no. Spouseas joint applicant? Yes No
If Yes, please completefollowing items:
ID Card no. Date of birth
















Overdraft AC no. Limit
Bank Name





IWe certify that the above information is true and complete and
authorize the bank to
i) Contactall necessaryparties for verification
i) Debit myour payroll account no._
or (for customer without payroll account with HSBConly)
Debit myour CurrentSavings Account No.
for the monthly repayment amount.
For tax loan only:
If myour tax loan is approved, IWe hereby irrevocably request the
bank to prepare a cashier order of myour approved tax loan amount
payable to the Hong Kong Government and
to have it mailed directly to the Commissionerof Inland Revenue
together with the attached tax demandnote.
to be collected by meusat branch
upon notice of approval and under verification of myour 1D Card(s)
1Wehereby agree that if myourapplication is successful and the loan
is credited to myour account (which shall be deemedto be my our
acceptanceof the loan) the terms and conditions shownin this leaflet
shall apply.
Sample Of Overdraft Account Appliction Form
HongkongBank Personal Overdraft Account Application Form
Notes:1. Pleasecompleteall sectionsin blockcapitals, andE whereapplicable.
2. Joint accountsare allowedfor marriedcouplesonlyandbothapplicantsmustcompletethis applicationform.
3. Pleasesubmitthis applicationin personto the nearestHongkongBankbranchtogetherwith




Name(as shownon Identity Card)
MrMrsMiss
Namein Chinese




Presentposition . Yearsof Service
Salary AccountNo.
Nameandaddressof previousemployer(if employedby abovefor less thanoneyear)
_ Yearsof Service.
ResidentialAddress
For Joint Account Only
Tobe completedby joint applicant
Name(as shownon Identity Card)
MrMrsMiss
Namein Chinese




Presentposition. _ Yearsof Service.
Salary AccountNo.
Nameandaddressof previousemployer(if employedby abovefor less thanoneyear)
.Yearsof Service.
Tel. No.
IWewishto apply for a HongkongBankPersonalOverdraft facility for HKS. _ (limit) . times mvourmonthlysalary




IWewishto extendthe ETCfacility to myourPersonalOverdraftAccount.
Please issue meusan ETCcard on mvourPersonalOverdraft Account.
IWeaeree to be boundbv the Bank'sETCTermsand Conditions.
'IWe wishto havea
separatecardfor joint applicant









1. IWeconfirmthat the informationgivenaboveis correct andcompleteandauthoriseyouto confirmthis fromany
sourceyoumaychoose.
2. IWeagreethat the balanceof myourSalary Accountwill be shownon the accountstatementof
myourHongkongBankPersonalOverdraft Accountif myourSalary Accountis a savings account.
3. '1Wcunderstandthat notification by letter by HongkongBankto 'myouraddressgiven, to the effect that
mvourapplication for a HongkongBankPersonalOverdraftfacility hasbeenapproved,constitutes
myouracceptanceof the facility, andthat myourHongkongBankPersonalOverdraft Accountwill
immediatelythereafterbegovernedbythe termsandconditionsas listed in the said letter.
For Bank Esc Only
AccountNo.:
Approvedby
Signatureof Applicant Signatureof Joint Applicant
Shouldcorrespondwith the specimensignature(s)for the abovecurrentaccount.Bothparties to signll joinl account.)
1 leasedeletewhicheverinappropriate.
APPENDIX 1
Sample Of Regulation Of Income Tax Calculations
OBJECTIONS
A. If youobject to this assessmentyoumustgive the Commissionernotice in writing WITHINONEMONTHof the date of issue of this notice stating precisely
the groundsof objection. Yourattention is drawnto Section71 (2) of the Inland RevenueOrdinancewhichrequiresthat tax shall be paid notwithstanding
anynoticeof objectionor appealunlessthe Commissionerordersthat paymentof the tax or part thereofbe held overpendingthe result of suchobjectionor





HOLDING OVER OF PROVISIONAL TAX
B. (1) Applicationsfor holdingever of provisional tax mustbe madein writing andmustbe receivedby the Commissionernot later than 14 daysbefore the due
date. Theprovisionaltax maybe held over in wholeor part if:—
(i) youare entitled to allowancesfor wife, child or dependentparentnot givenin this noticeof ProvisionalTax;
(ii) yournet chargeableincomefor the year of assessmentis, or is likely to be less than 90%of the precedingyear's net chargeableincomeonwhichthis
ProvisionalTaxis based,or of the estimatedincomefor the year of assessment.
(iii) youhavepermanentlyceasedto derive incomechargeableto Salaries Tax in HongKongbefore the endof the year of assessmentto whichthis
ProvisionalTaxrefers.






































$20.502 $20.500 $20.530 $20.500 $28.300
$20.500 $20.500 $20.500 $20.500 531.000
s e.000$ E.000$ E.000 s S.0G0 511.030
s 5.500 5 5.500$ 0.000 5 0.000 5 8.000
5 2.000 5 3.000 5 3.000 5 3.000 s 3.000
5 2,000eachs 2.000each5 2.000each$2.COOeach5 2.000fach
5 1.000each5 1.030each$1.000tech5 1,000eachSl.OCOtsch
$ 7.500 5 7.500 5 7,500 5 E.500 5 5.000
515,000 515.000 517.000 519.000 $10.000
B.000each5 E.00Ceach5 8.000each5 9.000each5 9.000each
s 2.000each5 3.000each5 3.000each$3.000each



























10.000 5% 500 10.000 5% 500 10,000 5% 500
10,000. 10% 1.000 10,000 10% 1,000 10,000 10% 1,000
20.000 1,500 20,000 1.500 20.000 1.500
10.000 .15% 1,500 10,000 15% 1,500 20,000 1589 3,000'
30,000 3.000 30.000 3.000 40.000 4.500
10.000 20% 2,000 20,000 20% 4,000 20.000 20% 4.Q00
40.000 5.000 50.000 7.000 60.000 S.500
25% 25% 25%
STANDARDRATEDFTAX
Taxchargedshallnotexceedthestandardateof taxappliedto thenettotalincome,i.e.. iota!assessable
incomel sstotal deductionsonly.
BrCtitWRR» iEiT:mA.L.VXKBV«fcftK»e11!»
' Sfft A%•$nHiill ft«?.mwmMfit) ft II c
185162to 1S63E4inclusive 156,65to 'i8'E:67incisive 1867T.F.bnv.r.'OS
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